The transportation planning (TP) is well-known basic network problem. However, for some real-world applications, it is often that the TP model is extended to satisfy other additional constraints or performed in several stages. In this study, we formulate the two-stage transportation planning with inventory and exclusionary side constraints (esc-2ITP). In this model, one week divided into some terms and the annual demands of delivery centers are satisfied for each them and it includes the additional constraint in which the simultaneous shipments between some plants are prohibited. To solve the problem, we propose the hybrid Genetic Algorithms (h-GA) approach by using a prioritybased encoding method.
INTRODUCTION
Transportation Planning (TP) is well-known basic network problem [1] . However, the concept of inventory is not included in a traditional TP models. Moreover, time concepts, such as a carrying cost in a certain period, are not included. Even if it is a plant that belongs to the same company, delivery methods may be different for each product.
Genetic Algorithm (GA) is solution search technique copied from evolution of a creature. It is applied to various fields since it was suggested, and application to TP is the one example, too. GA is a effective technique for a non-linear problems, it can support the problem that is impossible of a calculation by general LP software. But GA has some problems. These are high calculation load, precocious convergence to a limited part solution, complexity of parameter setting.
In this study, we formulate the two-stage transportation planning with inventory and exclusionary side constraints (esc-2ITP) [2] . In this model, a certain period divided into some terms and the annual demands of delivery centers are satisfied for each them. This model includes the additional constraint in which the simultaneous shipments between some plants are prohibited. To solve the problem, we apply the hybrid Genetic Algorithms (h-GA) approach. Finally, numerical experiments with various scales of logistics network problems are used to show the effectiveness and the efficiency of our approach by comparing with the recent researches. plant i in period t. u ej (t) is amount of inventories of the DC j in period t
MATHMATICAL FORMULATION
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Decision variable
x eij (t) is shipment amount of product e from plant i to DC j in period t. y ejk (t) is shipment amount of product e from DC j to customerk in period t
The esc-2ITP considered by this research can be formulated as follows. 
The equation (1) is objective function for minimizing total cost. Constraint (2), (3) show the inventory of plant and DC. The constraint (4) represent capacity constraint of DCs. Constraint (5) is customer demands in period t. Constraint (6) represents the exclusionary side constraint. This shows that two different DC j and l are not allowed to serve the customer k simultaneously.
HYBRID GENETIC APPROACH
In this study, we use priority-based encoding developed by Gen & Cheng (2000) . We adapt weight mapping crossover (WMX) and swap mutation is used. The roulette wheel selection performs selection.
In traditional GA, parameters are fixed and evolution process is followed based on the value. By this method, always crossover and mutation occur by same probability, and there is no diversity which must be in the evolution process. There must be probability for which it was suitable for every generation. If the probability is applicable to the generation, we can obtain better solution quality, also computation time will become short.
In this research, we apply the hybrid priority-based Genetic Algorithm (h-priGA) [1] . The fuzzy logic controller (flc) is built into hGA used by this study, and auto tuning of a parameter is performed to it by an evolution process.
NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS & CONCLUSIONS
We perform a comparison experiment between spanning tree based GA (st-GA) and priGA and h-priGA. Table 1 is the test data that we used for an experiment, and these data were generated randomly. The delivery cost generated from a uniform distribution between 20 and 35. The rute that cannot use for delivery was made at 10% of the number of all nodes at random, and it was given a vast cost. In addition, the number of products set it to 2. The unit inventory cost of each product assumes it 2, 3 each. In addition, we divide one week into 4 periods and consider it. In a plant, the quantity of production of each period is performed in reference to previous period demand.
In this study, we decide the amount of production in current period from the following equation (Exponential smoothing). From numerical experiments, the validity of h-priGA was shown especially in computation time. However, today's distribution channel becomes a flexible form. The flexible of the model that I suggested this time, consideration of more concrete inventory control technique or the shortness of product life cycle like these days is a future problem.
